
Helpful Directions For Reaching My Office

My address is 1818 NE MLK Blvd Portland OR 97212. My office is now part of the You Wellness Center. 95 %

of getting to the new space is pretty straight forward but the last 5 % is slightly tricky and I want to give you

a little help to make it safely into my parking lot. The photos throughout the directions no matter which way

you are coming from really help

So here are a few pieces of perspective for the very last few moments of your drive or ride.

North Heading Up NE Grand Ave Just As Turns Into NE Martin Luther King Blvd.

As you cross over Broadway on NE Grand heading North the street automatically turns into MLK Blvd. You

want to make sure as you cross over Broadway that you get over to the far left lane immediately and keep

your left turn signal on so that you can merge into the single lane curve that feels like a big U-turn and heads

you back in the direction of Broadway.

The brick building on your left as you come through that big single lane curve is where my office is located

but you still have to come all the way through that curve to make it to your destination. Now slow down…
seriously slow down for your own sake.

As you complete the curve this is your view and the building still on your left in this first image is still the

building you are looking for. Please be aware often times there are cars parked against that left curb. Keep

your left turn signal on because you will be making a left into my parking lot in roughly 50 feet from this

image. The blue arrow indicates the area of the left turn into the parking lot itself Second image above gives

you another look at the building. The third image is what you see as you make the left into the parking lot

just past the brick wall with the giant address plaque that is the header for these directions.



Heading South Down Martin Luther King Blvd.

The closer you get to North East Broadway the more you should be thinking about being in the left lane for

this to be a smooth transition to the far left lane when it appears. The first photo from to left to right below

is roughly a block from where that far left lane will suddenly appear. As you get just past the natural median

you see there will be a far left lane to move into carefully and slowly as there are cars making a loop through

that lane and may already be driving where you can not see them because of the median. The white arrow

in the photo indicates the junction of the far-left lane with the road you are presently on.

The second photo gives you a more clear view of the parking lot entrance
from the road just past the median on the left and where you are headed. The last shot is the actual entrance in to the
parking lot and I am located inside the Suite C section of the building.


